Avitech GmbH is one of the leading international developers of IT systems for the aviation
industry. Our comprehensive expertise ranges from single components to complete solutions,
and our products are used by civil and military air navigation service providers, government
agencies, civil aviation authorities and airlines in more than 40 countries around the world.
Our workforce reflects our global international presence as we have skilled employees from
14 different nations working at our locations in Friedrichshafen, Bratislava, Frankfurt and
Konstanz. If you too wish to join a highly motivated team of experts and help shape the
future of the aviation industry, please send us your application. We are currently looking to
fill the following position:

Team Leader Testing
The duties and responsibilities of the position include the following:









Planning, monitoring and control of the testing activities and resources in collaboration with
IPT (Integrated Product Team) Managers to get projects to completion, meeting quality and
budgetary requirements
Development of test cases and methodologies. Hands‐on participation in testing activities
Continuous monitoring and improvement of workflows and processes including use of
requirement management and test tools
Leading the introduction of test automation across various products and teams (e.g. QF‐Test,
SoapUI) to support regression testing as well as hands‐on support to the team
Ensure product quality at the time of release within committed schedules
Development of staff, retaining resources by delegating responsibilities, provide guidance and
define training plans for team members
Ensure knowledge transfer in the team

The successful candidate will fulfil the following requirements:











Degree in Engineering discipline or other equivalent relevant professional qualification
Experience of Acceptance Management / Assurance
In‐depth working knowledge of testing concepts, phases, types of testing and testing tools
Solid understanding and experience of the production of acceptance documentation to a high
standard
Solid understanding of requirements management
Practical understanding of management and reporting
Innovative in defining solutions and optimising processes and systems
Exposure to high level programming languages, mainly Java
Exposure to multiple Operating Systems (e.g., Windows, UNIX/Linux)
Very good verbal and written communication skills both in German and English

If you believe you are the right person to
fill the position, please send your cover
letter and CV to: job@avitech.aero ∙

Avitech GmbH ∙ Human Resources
Bahnhofplatz 3 ∙ 88045 Friedrichshafen / Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 7541 282‐380
www.avitech.aero

